Not Even Decoupling Can Save Minimal Supersymmetric SU(5)
We make explicit the statement that Minimal Supersymmetric SU(5) has been excluded by the Super-Kamiokande search for the process p -+ [(+IJ. This exclusion is made by first placing limits on the colored Higgs triplet mass, by forcing the gauge couplings to unify. We also show that taking the superpartners of the first two generations to be very heavy in order to avoid flavor changing neutral currents, the so-called "decoupling" idea, is insufficient to resurrect the Minimal SUSY SU(5). We comment on various mechanisms to further suppress proton decay in SUSY SU(5). Finally, we address the contributions to proton decay from gauge boson exchange in the Minimal SUSY SU(5) and flipped SU(5) models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Proton decay would be a smoking gun signature for Grand Unified Theories (GUTs). Unfortunately, no such signal has been seen. In fact, very strong experimental limits have been set for this process, placing the minimal GUTs in a very precarious position. SllperKamiokande has set a lower limit on the proton lifetime in the channel p -+ K+1J of 6.7 x 10 32 years at the 90% confidence level [1] . This has already placed stringent constraints on SU(5). We explicitly review the situation for proton decay in minimal supersymmetric SU(5) and show that the theory is easily excluded.
Because the minimal case is so easily excluded, one might attempt to tweak the parameters of the theory in some way to push the proton lifetime upwards. One such proposed adjustment can be motivated by the supersymmetric (SUSY) flavor problem. The numerous parameters of the soft SUSY-breaking sector are a priori arbitrary, and generically the SUSY-breaking sector will give rise to phenomenologically dangerous flavor-changing neutral current effects. One proposal for avoiding such neutral current difficulties is to decouple the first two generations of superpartners by making them very heavy [2] [3] [4] . The lore has been that such a decoupling would also push predictions for proton decay to an acceptable level. We show that this is not the case, and such a modification of the parameters of supersymmetric SU(5) is not enough to save it. After painting this bleak picture for the minimal SU(5) theory, we review variations on the theory that are not yet excluded. Finally, we study the issue of the contributions to proton decay from X and Y gauge boson exchange.
II. DIMENSION FIVE DECAY MECHANISM
The p-+ K+/J channel is predicted to be dominant for supersymmetric SU(5) theories [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . We concentrate on this channel here. This channel is enough to exclude the minimal SUSY SU(5).
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The p -+ K+/J decay results from dimension 5 operators, and the associated dressing diagram (10] , shown in Fig. 1 . The dimension five operators come from·colored Higgs triplet exchange, and arise from the following terms in the superpotential: and cPi is a phase, which is subject to the constraint cPl + cP2 + cP3 = O. We will address the decays that result from
Higgs triplet exchange in some detail in the following sections.
III. RGE ARGUMENTS
In a grand unified theory, we expect that the gauge couplings should precisely unify. Particles near the GUT scale provide corrections to the renormalization group trajectories of the coupling constants. These corrections are calculable in terms of the quantum niunbers and the masses of the GUT scale particles.
Therefore, by imposing the constraint that the gauge couplings exactly unify, we can make staterrients about the highenergy structure of the theory. This technique has already appeared in the literature [11, 9, 12] . However, these papers were written when)he knowledge of the strong coupling; as, was le~s precise .. Measq.rements at LEP and SLD have allowed a subst~ntianymore precise determination of. as (mz) . Utilizing this knowledge, we can dramatically improve the constraint on the·.mass of, the colored Higgs triplet, Mile' Constraining the Higgs triplet mass "is of particulatimportance since it mediates the dominant decay of the proton.
The colored Higgs triplets are not the only new particles at the GUT scale .. We expect to have a E24 Higgs; new vector bosons:(denot"edcoUectivelyby V), in addition to the colored Higgs triplet, He, near the GUT scale: One might think that 'it' would be impossible to determine Me without knowledge 'of ME, andMv. However, by ex~mining the RG Es for the gauge couplings at one ioop (neglecting 'the Yukawa couplings):
we find that we can eliminate ME and Mv by taking a judicious combination ofthe couplings [11] . In the case of the above RG Es, neglecting the Yukawa couplings", we
We can invert the above equation to determine the colored Higgs mass independently of the other masses at the GUT scale. This one loop example gives the basic procedure. In the, numerical calculation that follows, we use the two ,loop RG ES.for .the gauge and Yukawa couplings between the SUSY sc~leand the GUT scale, which can be found, .for example, in [13] . Here, the SUSY scale is defined as the mass scale above which all superpartners contribute 2 totheRGEs. 'We include only the YUKawa couplings of the third generation, all others are neglected. We use one loop RGEs for all running between mz and the SUSY scale. We also include the one loop finite effects at the wino andgluino threshold, using the results of [14] . There is nO simple analytic solution for the colored Higgs mass, so we must do a numerical analysis. , It is further necessary to,take intoaGcount the splitting of the· supersymmetric particle spectrum. We make the, approximation that all the supersymlnetric particles, 'aside: fr9m the gauginos, are degenerate at a TeV. As long'as·the splitting betweenthesparticles within each SU(5) multiplet is nOt too' large, this is a reasonable approxihiation.Because the proton decay constraint ends up requiring scalars to be somewhat heavy, the expected splittingswithin each' SU(5) multiplet due to the gaugino contribution in theRGE is small.
From the ratio ·between thecQ'Uplihgs'near the' SUSY scale; we expect '~ to· be'3.5/With this approximation, 
All 'these quantities are given in the M S scheme. Howe~er,' the step function ~pproxinia:tioriat partiCle thresholds is good only in the DR sche~~ [17] . Yukawa couplings and gauge' couplings must theref6re be converted from M S; the dictionary for this con'version may by found in reference [18] .
Opetatiorially, we use a given colored Higgs massalong with the rerioimalizatiol1 group equations to predi~t the data bf Eqns.(4,5;6). We find that SU(5) pre9,iction of ex!:tct ul1ification agrees with the data {using ax 2 fit for the one degree of freedom: MHc) only for colored Higgs masses of:
3.5 X 10 14 ::; MHc ::; 3.6 x 10 15 GeV (90% confidence level).
We find that varying M2 within a reasonable range (100-400 GeV) causes a change in the MHc bounds on the order of 10%. The previous upper limit of reference [12], was MHc' < 2.4 X 10 16 GeV. The improvement is largely due to the improvement in the precision on as. Note that the above limit will not be drastically affected in the case where we take the scalars of the first and second generations to have masses on the order of 10 Te V. This is because changing the energy scale of an entire SU(5) multiplet does not change the unification condition, and hence the RGE bound, at one-loop. A small sparticle splitting within a multiplet relative of the sparticles masses is especially well motivated if the first and. second generation scalars are pushed up to 10 TeV, otherwise a problematic Fayet-Illiopoulos D-term [2] is induced. This fact will be of use when we move on to discuss the decoupling scenario in section IV.
We also note that it is possible to place a constraint on the combination (MEM~P/3. This is done by looking at the combination 5a l 1 -3a;-1 -2a 3 1 [11]. We find that this scale is very tightly constrained:
1.7 X 10 16 ::; (MEM~)1/3 ::; 2.0 X 10 16 GeV (90% confidence level).
In what fol~ows, we refer to the scale (MEM~ )1/3 as MGUT. Inc1dentally, the above bounds of Eqns. (7, 8) , are not uncorrelated. We show the allowed region in the MHc -MGUT plane in Fig. 2 . The bounds that result from projecting the ellipse in the figure on to one of the axes are weaker than those in Eqns. (7, 8) . This is because the ellipse is found by performing a fit using a X2-distribution with two degrees of freedom, whereas the bounds in the equations are found using a X 2 -distribution with one degree of freedom.
What are the consequences of such a strong limit on the colored Higgs mass for minimal SUSY SU(5)? They are not good. Our calculation of the proton lifetime follows the methods of reference [6] . t Although values of J-L on the order of 800 GeV are favored by the electroweak symmetry breaking condition, we take J-L as a free parameter in our phenomenological analysis. We keep the M2 as a free parameter, and determine the other t Our calculation shows an approximate factor of two discrepancy with that reference. Our predicted lifetime is shorter but in any case, it will not affect the qualitative nature of o~ results in any way. gaugino masses through the unification condition. For the scalars, we take the stop soft masses to be 400 and 800 Ge V at the weak scale, and set the masses of all other SUSYparticles to have masses of 1 TeV. We neglect squark and slept on mixing, except for the stops. With these assumptions in place, we scan over the parameters J-L, M 2 , tanj3, and the independent phases ¢1 and ¢2, to maximize the lifetime as a function of MHc' We allow tan j3 to vary in the interval tan j3 E (1.8,4); M2 to vary in. t~e interval M2 E (100,400), and J-L E (100, 1000). We ehmmate those points which have a too-light chargino mass, using the constraint from LEP II [19], mx+ > 103.5 GeV. The Yukawa couplings are extracted from the central values of the quark masses listed in reference [16] .
In our calculation, we take into account both short and long range renormalization effects. Yukawacouplings must be run up to the GUT scale. The Wilson coefficients of the effective dimension five operators must be run back down to the SUSY scale. We use the RGEs from the appendix of reference [6] , ignoring all Yukawa couplings except for that of the top quark. The oneloop renormalization of the Wilson coefficients of the dimension six operators from the weak scale to 1 Ge V can be extracted from reference [5] . The renormalization of the Yukawa couplings (quark masses) from 2 GeV to the weak scale is done to three loops.
Using the newer limit from Super Kamiokande of 6.7 x 10 32 years (90 % confidence level), we find that search for proton decay imposes the constraint:
MHc 2: 7.6 X 10 16 GeV. (9) Comparing this equation with Eqn. (7), we find that the minimal SUSY SU(5) theory is excluded by a lot.
It should be' 'noted th'at' 'this' 'is it 'very conservative value. In particular, this calculation utiliies the traditionally most conservative value of the hadronic parametei~.BH="(OluLULdLlp) = 0.003 Gey3. Recently, however, 'the~e has been progress on the evaluation of this parametet.,bythe' JLQCD group [20] 
This result is in even sharper conflict with Eqn. (7).
IV. THE FAILURE OF DECOUPLING
: Previous calculations of the proton lifetime have assumed nearly degenerate scalars at the' weak ,sc'ale, or 'order 1 TeV In mass: We made this sa:~e assumption in qur c~icuiation'~n tlie previous sect'ibn. ·It seems that one possible escape for the susy SU(5) theory with the minimal field contentwoulCl be the interesting-possibHity raised by refereh<;e [2] . Thisstenario allows the first and second generations of scala:rs to be heavy, without severe ~lie-tunilig becaJse they do. not, affect the Higgs boson self-energy at the one-loop level. Even thoiigh ther'e is a naturalness proble'm at thc:dwo-Io6p.level ' [21] ' the scenario in [4] achieves it without compromising riaturalness (the inodel in [3] does not seem to allow a large splitting).
Since the proton decay' amplitude goes like mx / mip', it seems like we might get a large suppression by making the squarks' ultra-heavy. Fio~ever, we will see that even this will not save us: 'This point is made dear by looking at the main contributions to proton decay. We'can write the 'contributions to r(p ~ f{+y) as:
Here, the LLLL subscript r~fers to the contribution that arises from,dressing the dimensiollfive operator with four left-handed particles; wh,ileRRRR refers to the contribution that arises from dressing the dimensio,n five operator with for right-h~~ded particles, The RRRR operator will obviously only have a higgsino piece, and not a wino piece. As such, it will only contribute for the //r case, where third generationYukawa couplings allow 4 it to become big - [6] . This contribution was overlooked in earlier analyses, presumably because the large Yukawa coupling of the top quark was unanticipated."
When we write the' contributions to proton decay as above, it becomes clear why the decoupling of the first two generations does not save us. Although we are able to elirriina:tethe contribution due to the exchange oCthe c squark, the contribution due to the stop 'still persists.
In the limit'of the very heavyscharm, we can rewrite Eqn. (11) as:'
¢3 Ar.(h)LLLL + ei¢l A r (iIi)RRRR,(12)
We have not helped matters by making the scharm heavy. In fa;t, weare in many ways worse off, because we cau'not use the (contribution to help cancel off' the large R:RRR contributions to p ~ f{+V r , The baSIC point is -that' proton decay has an important contribution' from the exchange of third gen~ratiori' sparticles. This 'causes the decoupling idea to fail. We present our quaritit1~.tive results below.
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Wltook: ~he thIrd generation sparticles to weigh l'reV at the weak s<:;ale, except for the top squarks, which;"a:s b~fore, we' give soft masses of 800 arid 40b Ge V at th~ weak scale. We take the first two geheration, sparticles at 10 TeY. In the case that the squarl~s and sleptons are much heavier than the chargino,' the triangle loop gives a contribution that goes like mx/m~. Therefore, placing ~hem at 10 TeV, effectively decouples them, by suppressing their contribution to the amplitude by a factor of 10 2 '. Again, we scan over' the relevant :parameter space to determine the maximum proton lifetime. However, there' are fewer free parameters than the case wher~ all gerie;ations of sparticles contribute. in 'particuiar, we "can already ~ee that the phase e i ¢23 = e·4>2 i e i ¢3 drops out completely. What is more; if we wish to conservatively maxiinize the lifetime predicted by such a theory, we find that ¢13 is determined to be 1[, This effects'the largest possible cancellation between the two contributions to
A(p -+ J(+ //T ) •
The remaining free,'parameters in our calculation ,are tan.B, M2, and p.. Becaus~ the RRRR contriQution that arises frori.1 higgsino 'exchange is much larger than the contribution from wino e~change, it tur'ris 'out the th~ amplitude does not depend strongly 6n the, va~ue of M 2 . When the decay rate is',higgsi~o-excha,nge domin~ted, nearly the entire branching ratio is to J(+v T • We plot the proton lifetime in theM 2 -p. plane in 
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The maximum value of the proton lifetime was found by scanning the parameter space from Jl. E (80,400), M2 E (100,400), tanf1 E (1.8,3.0). As before, we eliminate those points which have a too-light chargino mass, using the constraint from LEP II [19] , mx+ > 103.5
GeV. Using the maximum value of the colored Higgs mass allowed by our, RG E analysis (at 90% confidence), 3.6 X 10 15 GeV, we find that the maximum value of the proton partial lifetime is:
T(p -t f{+v) :=; 2.9 x 10 30 yrs. (13) Therefore, even the situation with very heavy first and second generation scalars is easily excluded at the 90% confidence level. We should reiterate that our RGE analysis is largely unaffected by our decoupling the first two generations of particles. First of all, we are only separating the sparticles from the third generation by one decade in energy. Moreover, we have argued that the splitting within the second generation of superpartners is small, and decoupling entire generations of superpartners has no effect on the unification condition at one loop. For the sake of completeness, we also quote the bound on MHe, independent of the RG E analysis. We find
The statement that this theory is excluded is equivalent to the statement that the above equation is in conflict with 7. Again, upon utilization of the JLQCD central value for f1H = 0.014 GeV 3 , we find that the maximum proton lifetime is even smaller. In particular, we find that:
T(p -t f{+v) :=; 2.5 x 10 29 yrs.,
making the situation even worse.
V. AVOIDING THE CONSTRAINT
We wish to stress that, while things look grim for the minimal SU(5) theory, our result does not mean that no SU(5) theory is viable. There exists a host of ideas that allow one to evade the difficulties outlined in the pre'\!'ious two sections. They fall into two main categories. The first category consists of ideas to evade the constraints from the RG E arguments. The second strategy is to somehow suppress the contribution from the dimension five operators.
In the first strategy, the goal is to push the mass of the colored Higgs triplet very heavy, thereby suppressing the dimension five operators. Then a way must be found to avoid the RG E constraint of section III. To do this, one must include fields that make additional contributions to the GUT-scale threshold corrections. Although there are several ways to accomplish this feat, perhaps the simplest way to do thIs is to include a second pair of Higgs bosons in the 5 +5representation without any Yukawa'couplirig to matter multiplets'o However, in this pair one makes the . triplet lightedhan th'e doublet. ' Asstlch;. the threshold corrections' to .unification .from this pair will work in, a . way opposite fr(jm the correction from' the usual Higgs multiplet,and'can allow the original Higgs triplet to be heavier. "
The second strategy is to suppress the dimelJsion,five operators in some way. A number of ideas exist in the literature for accomplishing this goaL Most recently, some interesting ways of eliminatin'g the dimension fiye operators entireiy in an extra~dimen$ibnal framew'.oik [22] have appeaied .. Ailotherattempt utilizes a soIitewhat complic~t~d 'Higgs sectot, but succeeds in suppre;,sing dimension flv:e' ope~ators ,or 'eV"eri removing the~ entirely [23] . hi, general,the dimension-five foper1l:tors . are sensitive to' the mechanism 'ofdoubiet-triplet spiitting, .arguablY the least pleasant aspect . of GUT. In some models that achieve the' doublet-triplet 'splitting' 'iIi "a natura:l' v-iiJ.y,' dimension-five' operators are eliminated, such as in flipped SO (5) . [24] . 'Yeninother method for suppressing the dimenston five operators' is to sorii.eho~ suppress' the Yilkawa c6~plings between the sta:ndard model fermions and the colored Higgs triplet. In the past, this might have bee~ 'considered the' favored mechanism , for suppressing ,proton decay; simply because there were 'already problems in the minimaISU(5) with ·GUT. ;~l~ . tioiIships like '~~ ~'m3' It' was assu~ed that a:ttempts.to ,remedy 'these fermion mass'relatio~sliiPs .~o~id so'm~how also remedy'th~ prot~'r;, decay·pr~blem. H~~ever, since it .. is now recognized' that there is a dominant contribut~?n from the RRRR operator, which is proportional to the 3: d generation Yukawas, one .yvould have to modify the flavor structure of the third generation in some way as well, which is less likely.
Finally, methods exist to suppress the dimension five operators where the two strategies mentioned above are combined.. :For' eX<itrtple, . one iIfechanis'm includes an additional pair of Higgs triplets, He and H'c, that exist· solelylto give the' origiriat' pair of Higgs triplets a mass. In this case, the operator that arises from integrating out the MBc He He term can be forbidden by a P.eccei-Quinnsynlmetry [10] . However, the syfurrietry needs to be eventually 'broken, and it turns out that the RG E bound constrains the coinbination relevant for the dimension five operator .' [25] . So, something'must'oe added to the'model tolielp avoid this bound. Inspiration comes from the missing partner model [26] , whichutiliies aSU(5)-Higgidn the '75 :representation. This generates an additional threshold c'otrection that pushes 'the RGE limit on the color-triplet Higgs higher [27] . ' HoweVer, the simplest incarnation of the missing ,partner model model has'the problem that the gauge coupling becomes non-petturbative' soon above the GUT-scale. The answer 6 comes in combining the two models: adding the the Peccei-Quinl). symmetry to ,tl:te,rp.iss~pg 'PClrtner model can be 'use<!-to 'postpone the petutbativity problem. The resulting 'supj:>I'es~ion from the symmetry is sufficient to make the dangerous proton decay of the previous sections benign [9, 28] . SO(10) models, having more multiplets at the GUTscale, allow larger threshold corrections and hence can loosen the bound on the color-triplet Higgs mass if the threshold correction comeS with the correct' sign. Moreover, there are many color-triplet Higgses which mix 'Yith each other. Even though suppressing .proton decay and achieving the correct threshold correction often have tension, one can 'build models to achieve an. overall suppression [29] .
' ' VI., DIMENSION 
;If SU(5) is broken on an orbifdld by a boundary condition, and if matter fields live on the fixed point where X, Y bosons vii-riish, dimension~six operators can be eliminated. This may be'viewed as a partial explicit breaking of SU(5) [30] .
In section III, we constrained the product: (M~ME)1/3. We now try to disentangle the product. The case Mv » ME is perfectly allowed, and conceivably, the mass of Mv might be as high as the Planck Scale, so the dimension six decay might be completely out of reach. On the other hand, Mv cannot be arbitrarily small. W :3 ~TrE3, and we can write ME = f%v . Imposing 2v2gs the constraint that the Higgs trilinear self-coupling, J, should not blow up before the Planck scale, reference [9] found Mv > 0.56ME. Taken with Eqn. (8), we find that Mv > 1.4 X 10 16 GeV. If Mv is indeed close to this limit, it is conceivable that dimension six proton decay might be accessible at a' next-generation nucleon decay experiment.
The above discussion of dimension six decays can be easily modified to discuss the flipped-SU(5) model [24] . In this model, dimension five operators are absent. However, the dimension six operators arising from the exchange of X bosons are still present. In this model, the scale of the X bosons is determined solely by the unification of the SU(2) and SU(3) couplings (the "exact" unification of the three couplings must be" viewed as something of an accident). In this case, the decay rate becomes:
This decay rate is is smaller than Eqn. (16) by almost a factor of five, because only the 10;10i5~51 operator contributes to this mode and hence the factor of (1 + lVudl 2 )2 is absent. (This point had not been made in the literature to the best of our knowledge.) However, it turns out that the mass of the gauge bosons, Mv, can be lower than in the minimal SU(5) case, thereby allowing a higher decay rate for flipped-SU(5) theories. Let us now determine how small Mv can actually be. In this case, we cannot use the same method we used for minimal SU(5) to constrain the mass of Mv, as the condition that only two couplings unify is less stringent. On the other had, there is no E that gives threshold corrections to the couplings. So, by using the condition that a2 and a3 unify, we can determine a bound on the combination (M~MHc)1/3. We find 
Now, we expect that MHc should be near (or below) the GUT scale, as it arises from a coupling times a GUT scale vacuum expectation value. Using this peturbativity argument, reference [9] 15 GeV. Therefore, current nucleon decay experiments have just begun to probe the dimension-six operators of the flipped-SU(5) model.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we find that by forcing the gauge couplings to unify, we can place a rather stringent bound on the colored Higgs mass in the Minimal SUSY SU(5).
A more precise determination of as (m z) has greatly improved this bound. In light of this, LEP has done a great deal to constrain a SUSY SU(5) theory. Using the constraint on the colored Higgs, we find that the minimal SUSY SU(5) grand unified theory has been easily excluded by the Super Kamiokande experiment. Even a scenario allowing for heavy scalars in the first two generations does not allow SU(5) to avoid the experimental bounds.
However, we have also mentioned several theoretical approaches that can substantially suppress the dimension five decay. It is not yet possible to exclude these options. So, while it is is impossible to say that no SU(5) theory is correct, it is correct to say the the minimal SUSY SU(5) theory is excluded, even if the superpartners are taken to be very heavy. It is hoped that future nucleon decay experiments can probe the dimension six operators in the future, providing conclusive evidence for a grand unified theory.
